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Plans don't show where the east coast cycle lane will take more space, needs to be marked to
be more truthful. NTA maps show it on east of park.

The way Woodbrook golf has developed 2 fields is not what was agreed: Biodiversity and
public access. completely razed to the ground 3 days after the meeting and no effort to
replant. Eoin and Paul to look in and see if any enforcement ongoing

The boards highlight nesting boxes for sand martins, not sure if
boxes are suitable for sand martins, they need a block wall/resting
bank. Having them as the image on the boards and painting it as a
big win for the sand martins is disingenuous. Action: Boards to be
updated with visual of a different bird for the next boxes

The Environmental Impact Study undertaken in relation to the sports zone by its own
admission was not carried out at an optimal time for assessing mammals and birds. It
admitted that the meadow could be part of alarger territorial range for wildlife. Relying on
reported sightings on the Biodiverseity website is not an accurate way to assess the presence
of birds and mammals. Few people will go to the trouble of recording sightings.

Natural drainage of the park has been interfered with by sewage
services that were put in years ago and nothing has been done to
address it. The old pond by the cricket pitch has no water anymore
and all the water naturally runs into the sewage pipes. Appreciate
that this is not your remit, but makes the point that more joint up
thinking between council departments is required Council agreed to
look into this further

No traffic modelling done. Can't rely on sports clubs to be unbiased in own reporting

Phase 1 proposed Layout: Discrepency in maps - basketball court missing some Can you
show levels/elevations of pavements especially where new gradiets/ramps are being
proposed

The demand for pitches and sports facilities that is cited in the plans isn't well documented.
Share reports on this or hire an independent consultant to survey this demand properly

Give budget and �meline for stages 1 and 2

Is there images of what the actual view walking around the park will be?
Can't tell from drawings

Floodlights
Have Cuala made an application for floodlights in Hyde Park? 

Traffic report took place during a period when clubs and park run
weren't active. Not going to represent the reality at peak times.

QR code scan -
only brings
user to timeline
of stages- not
more detailed
drawing

In reference to
needing to
know what
options the
council have
been looking
at.
A: we could
come back to
you, providing
wider context
and potential
opportunities

Can you show
levels/elevations of
pavements especially
where new gradiets/ramps
are being proposed

Can you share details of what land in the area you've considered acquiring and why it's not
possible? 

Action: Eoin to come back to
Jaime on this

Action: Council to carry out additional surveys during busy
periods

Action: Council to share report showing zonings of surrounding land and
what could potentially be bought in future


